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Introduction

ft%

Many second language educators are uncomfortable with
program evaluation. Ypt, instructors at all levels of
education and in all subject matter areas are now partici-
pating increasingly in the evaluation of their programs.
In many instances they are being asked to plan and,conduct
formal reviews of'their programs. Several factors seem
to be converging to cause program evaluation to become an
even more visible part of the educational process in the
years ahead. Most notably, education is becoming more
expensive each year. Its quality is becOming a matter of
great public concern, and, at the same time, the body of
knowledge dealing with educational evaluation ,is becoming
increasingly sophisticated.

Language teachers in the 'United States ate also experi-
eneing the effects of several additional factors. The

status of language study in the total sontext of our edu-
cational enterprise has not been'favorable recently. At

-no level .of education are language programs viewed as

essential or basic to the quality of a person's education.
We, as language teachers, have never generated a broad base
of support. Public opinion-polls repeatedly document our '
last-place status in public acceptance. Significant doubt
about the quality of our programs is one of several factors
that have contributed to ttipis situation. ("They don't
teach you4v-the real language that everyone speaks.") Our

history is not one of carefUl, dispassionate inquiry
designed to determine optimum teaching strategies. We
have, insteadoia conspicuous history of conflicting meth-
odologies and -ideologies. We have, moreover, often prom-
ised greater proficiencx than we eould teach, and we have
in many programs restricted our instruction to-an elite
segment of the school population. Factors such as these ,
are responsible for a special type of vulnerability--



vulnerability that sometimes becomes manifest dOring eval-
.

uation procedures.

-The notion of evaluation often creates feelings of d6ubt,'
apprehension, and antipathy among many language teachers.
Evaluation has been threatening--both td their egos and
to their careers. Unfortunately, evaluation in the mid-
1970s has led more often to hostile decisions by adminis-
trators than to better education for everyone. In the
worst cases, evaluation is reduced to a pretext for
eliminating programs when the decision to eliminate has
already been made though not promulgated. The classic
case is that of the administrator who wants to reduce or
eliminate the program and who structures the evaluation
so that it accentuates weaknesses in the program.

The climate for evaluation has been further worsened by
confusion between program evaluation and instructor eval-
uation. Program eValuation is not aT euphemism for evalu-
atinmOnstructors. jnstructors are only one component of
the instructional process, and evaluation of instructional
programs must involve all aspects of that process. 43

One particular type of evaluation, accreditation evalua-
tion, is most familiar to teachers. Their experience
with this type of evaluation does not, however, generally
contribute to its perception as a means>for improving
instruction. Usually; it is viewed as an inevitable
nuisancerequired bY a remote, and nebulous agency; it is
an exercise to be done so that it can be forgotten for

another ten years.

In an effort to accommodate.the backgrounds of language
educators, who confront evaluation for the first time, the
purposes of this paper are (1) to summarize important
thinking and issues in evaluation as they relate to second
language programs, (2) to describe procedures for evalu-
ating a second language program, and (3) to describe pro-
tedures for"analyzing evaluation data. The reader should
recognize that because evaluation is a large and complex
process, a brief papei such as this must omit many of ,its
dimensions dhd aspects; moreover, every program is unique,
and examples are of only limited utility. This document
should theref6re be considered a primer of second lan-
guage program evaluation.



Evaluation activity must be premised on the conviction
that conscientious, honest evaluation can lead to better
programs and therefore to a more significant role for

language educators 1101 the,total educational process.
Evaluation should not be a distasteful or threatening
task; it is a means to professional self-understanding
and self-improyement. In the final analysis, however, it
is.only the bdhavior of educators that can transform these
words from hollow echoes to more andrbetter programs.

What Is Evaluation?

Eva uation can b'e an ambiguous term. On the ode,hand, we

recognize' it as an everyday activity ill all our lives.
We evaluate when we shop, when we turn on a television
set and sele.ct a station, when we choose driving routes
to work, or when we dress for a particular occasion. We

May even be aware that ouch of us does not perform all
these evaluations equally well; some are successful, but
at other times we have to acknowledge that we have used
bad judgment or made poor decisions. On the other hand,

when we read the professional evaluation literature,
evaluation is transformed into an apparently obscure
process shrouded in technical jargon and concepts. In

truth, we probably oversimPlify our "lay" evaluation
activity. tyler et.al. (1967) note that educational
evaluation must always take into account the full complex-
ity of the phenomenon:

Educational programs are characterized by their
purposes, their content, their environments,
their methods, and the changes they bring about.
Usuatly there are messages to be conveyed, rela-
tionships to be demonstated, concepts to be
symbolized, understandings'and skills to be
acquired. Evaluation is complex because each
of-the many characteristics requ res separate
attention. 'T1967:4-5)

The complexity of the teaching-learning process is inten-
.sified in the se,;ond language classroom. In our class-

rooms many dimensions of ne process are in fact different

or ippear different from that of.other subjkt matter
areas. This is one of the most coMpelling reasons for



involvementand therefore.competence--in the evaluation
process on the part of language educators.

An evaluatorwhether a profeional from ou side or a
teacher evaluating his or her own programmay be involved
in such disparate tasks as judging the worth of a,partic-
ular educational goal, determining whether a test does
indeed measure the ability specified by a particular
instructional objective, determining the Prerequisite
skills or sophistication for a particular inst,ruction.l
unit, or comparing a conventional one-hour-per-day time ,

format to a one-month, all-day intensive program. Evalu-

ation cannot.be reduced to a simple procedure in which
one follows a finite series of rigidly prescribed steps,

nor is it uncomplicated conceptually. Definitions vary

from'author to author: "an assessment of merit," "deter-

mination of attainment of objectives," "procuring infor-
mation to use in decision making," or "comparisons between
alternate programs." All the definitions imply certain
commonalities. They all require systematic efforts to
define criteria and to obtain accurate information about
the program characteristics. Evaluation must be charac-

terized by what Cronbach and Suppes refer to as "disci-

plined inquiry":

Disciplined inquiry has a quality that distin-
guishes it from other sources of opinion aqd
belief. The disciplined inquiry is conducted
and reported in such a way that the argument
can be painstakingly examined. The report does

not depend for its appeal on the eloquence-of

the writer or on any surface plausibility. The
argument is not justified ;by anecdotes or casu-
ally assembled fragments of evidence . . . .

The report of a disciplined inquiry has a tex-
ture that displays the raw materials entering
the argument and the logical processes by which
they were compressed and rearranged to make the*
conclusion credible . . . .

'Disciplined inquiry does not necessarily follow
well-established formal procedures. Some of
the most excellent inquiry is free ranging and

.speculative in its initial stages, trying what
might seem to be bizarre combinations of ideas

4



,and procedures 1pr restlessly casting about for
ideas . . . . (196915-16, 18),

Cronbach and Suppes verbalize a very important principle
for the teacher participating in an evaluation. It is

crucial that the collection (If information about the.pro-
,

; gram be as'free from bias as is possible: The'informa-
tion must be gathered dispassionately and organized sys-
tematically. If the principle of disciplined inquiry
does not guide the process, evaluation in the true sense
of the term cannot occur; .A.)stead, one creates propaganda.

Thus, if students are interviewed during an evaluation,
it is essential that they be representative of all the
students in the piogram. If errollment data ar described,

they must tell the "full story." Enrollment figures 'from

the first day of class are not valid, for example, if 40
percent of the students drop the course before the end of
ona semester. Also, student achievement scores must
include all,scores or a representative sample.

Evaluation shares this quality of diSciplined inquiry with
researcWand program development. Earlier conceptualiza-

tions of evaluation were very narrow. It was made
synonymousdwith measurement (testing), with professional
judgment,' or with comparisons between performante data .
and the objectives of the program. Recent definitioris, are

more ecumenical and pluralistic, stressing both systematic

procedures and judgment of worth. The conceptualization
that guides this paper is similar to thlt of Scriven (1967)
and virtually identical ti) that of Worthen and.Sanders

(1973): "Evaluation IA the determination of the worth of a

thing. It includes obtaining information for use in judg-
ing the worth of a program, product, procedure, or objec-
tive,' or the potential utility of alternative approaches
designed o attain specified objectives" (p. 19).'

In a holistic approach, data must be collected on all
'oviriallles or fdctors that may reflect,the quality of a
program--whether they,be process Variables or product

variables. These data must be collected as systematically
as possible. Once the data,-are collected, judgpents of
worth can then be made by-asking whether the composite
data indicate high or low quality. Similarly, judgments

can be4uade about particular Components or dimensions.of

the program. Should Op particular component be retainedroo
'modified, or replaced by an alternative arrangement?
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This approach.assumes, furthermore, that a program cannot
exist in a vacuum. 'A program is influenced by and itself

, influences various persons or groups with differing needs
al-14 points of view. Procedures for carrying out an.eval- `
uation mqst tatZe into aecount,the nature of the particular
program. An,evaluator must be analytical and circumspeft.

[Por the reader interested in the full range of concept
alfzation Of,evaluation, a brief%summary of general models .

.is given in Appendix A.]

Purposes of Evaluation
1.

glip useful %,,Jay to conceptualize the purposes of evaluation

Vs to dichotomize them into formative and summati,vc eval-

uatiot. The .purpose of formative evaluation is to improve
ihernstruction.- It asks, in eaect, about the current
.st;t1t, df the program so that it can be made betier. It is

evaluation hat is-carried out during the development,
impledentation:and 4eration of the program. Summative
Avalua.o.on is terminal evaluation of a program that is ,

already operational. Its purpose is to make judgments

about the program's worth. One can also ;use it to deter-
mine which evaluative labels to place upon the program
("GAeat," ','Good," "Mediocre," etc.). Uttimately, summative

evaluation i tied to decisions about support and continua-

tiontof a program.

These two purposes are not mutually exclusive. A summa-
tive evaluation can subsequently be used for formative

purposes. Slmilarly, a fqrmative evaluation at a given
moment can lead to answering such qusstions as whether or

dot enough prdgress has been pade in the development of a

program. 'It,sheuld be noted, however, that some proce-
dures are not equally sulited for the two types of evalua-

tion. In a.formative evaluation it is important to obtain
day-to-day feedback on specific aspects of the instruc-

tion. This informotion is, however, often fi:agmentary
and-of li''+ed use 'in a summative evaluation. Conversely,

an assessment of theimpact of a.new program on the image

'of language study in'a particular school may be very,
important in a summative evaluation but is inappropriate
for a formative purpose.
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Formative and summative eValuators often do not "behave"
in the same way. A formative evaluatoes procedures may
be more partisan than a summative evaluator's approac4c

' The summative evaluator must be objeCtive and circumspect:
Ajormative evaluator can use shortcuts, small samples,
and intuitIon in an affOrt to improve.the program.

There, is-a need for more formative evaluation in language*
prdirams. Rarely do we initiate.evaluation for the pur-
posepf improving'our programS. Even in light of the very,
heavy loads of most instructors; evaluation is still far
too important an activity to be so neglected.

Defininu tlfe Program
P

.

At first glance, defining a,program may se6M to be an
unnecessary'task--Qne that'is.so obvious that no effort
is.necegsary. In many school's and .colieges, hpwev.er, it
may be very difficult to makd decisions about the scope
of an evaluation. 4m

Ccrnsider the following-example of a fictitious high
school (Central High). The staff at Central High has
deicided to undertake an evaluation of its second language ,

prograp. 'The school houses 'grades eight through twelvq,
though eighth and ninth.grade students aretclassified is
junior:high students. Four major languages are taught-:-
Frenc$: Spanish, German, and Latin. The progran offers
four years of study in each language. In addition, the
assistant principal teaches eight students Italian twice
a week, though no credit is given. Most'studenfs begin
studyihg a language in/the ninth grade, but Central High
recently implemented an exploritory,language-t:ogiam for
junior high stddents, as well as'an immersion program for
qualified studerts, which") offered during the summer by
temporary staff hired expressly for that.program. Fur-

thermore,.the social studies department offers courses on
French and Spanish history, and the English department -
offers,.courses in European'literature. A language lab is
shared with the business department-, which uses it to

, teach shorthand.

Wore beginning evaluation procdures, the.staff at
Central High has some decisions to make. Will the evciluz-

7



ation.cover all !.ne courses in all the languages offered,

or is Latin'to be excluded from this evaluation? Should

the exploratory program bffered for junior high students'
be included, or is it part oT the junior'high language
arts prograbt Should the sumTpr immersion program be

included inIlhe cycludition, or is it consider6d a spec*l

program? Because the special courses offered in soeia

studies and English are often taken in conjunction with
'the language studied; should the.se courses.also be
included in the evaluation?

QuestionG such as these, tho/Igh sometimes very difficult,

must be a swered to the satifsfaction of all participants .

A prior to estart of an ev luation. Each situation-is

unique, an there .are no fi guidelines to follow. The

kinds of dec ons to be made on the basis of the evalua-

' tion,,the resources and time a.vailable, and the politi4al
implications of the various alternatives must all be taken

ihto accourit.

Once the scope of the program to be evaluated deter-
mined, an accurate description of who and what are involved

in it can be prepared. This delcriptiye documenteserves
two purposes: *it brings together all who are interested

in the 'evaluation, and it clarifies in the minds of the
evaluators exactly what the program's characteristics are.
This documenr can be brief, but it should include the

following:

Demographic information about the.staff
backgrounds, degrees, experience, etc.)

Demographic-information about the student Popu-

lation .

Description of the course offerin s and enroll
ments

14. Peleant historical Information (e.g., Is it a

long-standing program or relatively new?)

S. Descep ion pf facilities

Pertinent information about the.role of the pro-
gram'in the total offerings of the school

4.
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Who Is to Do the Evaluation?

The backgrounds of those who conduct an evaluationtleter-
pine to some degree the quality and nature of the piocess.
An outside evaluation expert will conduct a methodologi-
cally sound evaluation but may miss important information
specific to our field. Such evaluations are also often
restricted in scope and time because of the expense
iilvolved. Evaluation by a foreign language education
expert may be methodologically less elegant; however, the
specific competence in otxr field is a compensating factor.
This type of evaluation usually also operates under scope
and time restrictions for reasons of cost. Evaluation
solely by the staff of a program introduces various kinds
of biases and school politics. It may be better than no
evaluation at ail, but it is the least attractive option.

The Most.feasible solution to these limitations seems to
r 4, be a combination of talent. A carefully done self-study

by the program's s'iaff followed by an evaluation by an
outside expert in language education provides many advan-
tages. ,(Ideally, the expert is also experienced in eval-
uation.) It capitalizes on th6 local, relevant skills,
let provides the conscience, fresh outlook, and expertise
of an outsider. Such a procedure facilitates the work of
the outside-expert, frequently permitting that person to
'accomplish his or her evaluati9n with no more :than twq
days spent visiting the school. Thus, expense is reduced

and quality maintained.

Evaluating the Goals and Objectives
of fhe Program

The edpcational aims of a program are a crucial in4tial
.,comsideration in evaluating ally type of instruction. To
'accept goals without questioning their validity or desir-
ability is to commit a serious error that reduces the
remainder of the evaluation to an exercise in irrelevance.
The goals and objectivei-are important from three per-
spectives:

1." It is largely in terms of goals that one must
judge the classroom behavior of learners and
teachers.

9
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There are more and less desirable way for for-

mulating goals. The proces by which'they are
formulated and utilized must itself be judged,

3. The content of the goals and objectives must be

judged. Is it consistenl with the needs and

nature of society? Is the content consitent

with the' most up-to-date knowledge of the

teaching/learning process? Is the' content con-

sis:ent with the natare of the students?

Goals cannot be considered an optional component of a

second language program. They tare essential. Their

inclusion is not the result of any educational fad, nor

is it a,simple matter of responding to societal trends

like accountability or specificity. Some would claim,

for example, that we are in an age ofspecificity and
accountability and that the use of goals and objectives in

educational programs is merely one manifestation.of that

phenomenon. Some instructors, moreover, have experienced

an administrator's fiat that their curriculum must be

designed around objectives of a particular type (usually

behavioral) "beginning npxt Monday." Their attitudes

are predictably hostile. This is unfortunat,e, for educa-

tion is inherently purposeful. Students have purposes or

saims, and so do teachers. These aims are inevitably

present whenever two persons come together in teacher and

student roles: To the degree that their respective pur-'

poses coincide, the educational process will be enhanced.

But even when'the purposes or objectives do not coincide

or are not verbalized,-they are.nevertheless present.

Statements' of objectives serve purposes beyond clarifying

the'infent of their formulatort they function as a com-

Aunication device among all groups involved in the educa-

tional process,,including teachersa administrators,

parents, and other interested parties. Iriere are many

ways to formulate statements of aims.. One important dig-

anctiOn, however, relates to their level of generality.

Szttements of aims can be in very broad, general terms

or, at the other 'extreme, in very specific, concrete

behavioral terms.. The former are often referred to as

statements of "philosophy" in secondary schgols and

"mission" statements in colleges:and universities. They

represent the'most succinct statetents of the raison

lO



d'etre for the program; moreover, they represent the
point of depaI'ture*or basis for the formulation of all

the specific objectives. From a stateme.. of goals (the
term "goals" is frequently applied to this most general
s'tatement of aims), one can proceed through increasingly
specific statements of aims in regard to abilities or
knowledge, ultiately reaching very explicit statements of
behavioral objectives (the term "objective" being conven-
tionally applied to specific statements of aims). An
objective may, for example, lead to a specific classroom
activity on a particular day. The number of stages from
the goal statement to the most specific objectives is not
nearly so important as their continuity. It is imperative

that the specific objectives that guide day-to-day behavior
add up to the goal of the prbgram.

As an example of this progressive differentiation of aims,
one might envision a program consisting of goals, sub-
goals, end-of7cour4Pobjectives, and learning objectives.
The broad goal statement is broken down into several
sub-goals, which, in turn; are broken down into objectives

for the end of a semesterquarter, grading period, or
even an academic year. These end-of-term objective-are
further categorized into a large number 'Of learning
objectives, which guide decisions about the moment-to-
moment behavior in the classroom.

;

Schematically, the process is represented by Figure 1.
Sample content for the lettered boxes is given below.
As mentioned earlier, such statements must be developed
locally for each program and cannot be."copied" froW any
source.

A. .(Sample Goal Statement)

Each and every moment f one's life can be viewed as

a continuing effort to commtinicate or to interact

with one's total environment. Students should there-

fore have the d4ortunity to enhance their knowledge
and ability to communicate and interact with the
world that surrounds them. This ability implies
understanding the communicative process, recognition
and acceptance of new patterns of thought, awareness
of one's self and how individuals differ from one
another, a positive self-concept, an adaptability and

11



Subgoals

Curricular
Objectives

Learning
Objectives

Goal

--T-'
etc. etc. etc.

Figure 1

llexibility in the face of the unfamiliar and change,
and diverse intellectual skills. The study of a
foreign language can lead to these outcomes.

Note that the goal statement is very broad dr general
("philosophical," to.some). It is also concise in that
it says a great deal about the aims of the program in
relatively few words. The content delineates the contri-
bution that the study of a language can make to the total
education of a person in the late twentieth century.
Goal-statements relate our subject matter.to the funda-
mental purposes of all education.

12



B. (Sample Sub-Goal Statement)

Students will develop the abiljty to communicate

orally in the language.

Sub-goals are one stenfimore specific. Each of them

represents a segment ef the learning implied in the goal

statement. It is more specific than the goal: it focuses

on oral skills. It is not sufficiently specific, how-s

ever, for making hour-to-hour decisiOns about classroom

behavior.

C. (Sample Curricular Objective)

Students will be able to ask and answer conversation-

type questions about the weather in a way that is

understood and does not irritate native speakers.

Curricular objectives are one.step less general and more

concrete. These end-of-term or end-of-course objectives

are usually phrased in behavioral terms, though the

behavior specified is an amalgamation of specific behav-

iors.

D. (Sample Learning Objective

Students will be able to use the irregular veil) faire

,
with 80 percent-accuracy in idiomatic expressons to

indicate it is warm, cool, cold, windy, and nice in

coral responses to questions.

Learning objectives are very specific. They describe

behavior that students will exhibit Within one class

period or perhaps a few days. They indicate student

behavior in regard to particular structures and vocabulary,

It is important, however, that each specific }earning

objective be a particle of the ?verall goal..*Too often,

they ate creited with no consideration of the overall

Turpose of the program.

Thus, the goal refinement process must be viewed (and

muSt be judged) as a process of progressive differentia-

tion. Goal statements provide direction for a program

and engender specific objectives that guide moment-to-

rJment classroom behavior: Any given classroom technique

13
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or strategy can only be judged by reference to at objec-

tive. One cannot ask in the abstract, for example,
whe;ther a translation is good or bad or whether a partic-
ular'drill shoUld be'lo/ er or shorter. Such questions

can be answered only witnin the context of the initial.

learning objective.

The content of the,goals and objectives is never easily
decided. Such decisions ate always value judgments made

about inherently complex matters. The needs and nature
of society must be considered and interpreted. Moreover,

it is a society of tmorrow that Must be envisioned, for
our students are going to spend the major part of their

lives in the twenty-first century.

The nature of the learner, including inherent limits on
what can be learned in a given amount of time, must be
considered. Language educators have in the recent past
,been guilty of violating this fundamental requirement.
In many programs we have specified unattainable goals.
Some of us have unrealistically said, for example, that
students would achieve what amounts to a form of bilin-
gualism'by the end of four semesters of language study.
We have also tended to expect unrealistic ability in the

writing skillparticulafly in consideration of its
difficulty and importance.

.The body of knowledge about the second language teaching/

learning procesS must be considered in formulating or
judging goal statements. We.have, for example, become
increasingly aware of the importance of genuine communica-
tive or meaningful use of the language rather, than purely

manipulative use. In the' past, too many programs had
implicit--if not explicitgoals that stopped short of

communicativetuse. As a result, a large number of stu-
dents were very skilled.in 40ing all forms, of drill and

exereise but coulA hot ask directions to a hotel or read

a Menu. The transfer from drills and exercise did not
- occur automati-Illy. One-of theimportant contrasts

between today's goals and those of a decade ago relates

to'this recognition. Many evaluators today find goal
statements that are slightly anachronistic because of
this excessive emphasis upon rote learning and drill.

A growing number of goal statements reflect current inter-

est in non-language skill outcomes. Gross-cultural

,14
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understanding, insights into the communication process,
adaptability in the face of the unfamilfar, and mental ,

dexterity are increasingly specified as aims of the study

of a second language.

Guideline Questons,rZudiiithestat212.1.itins
Are the statements of aims clear and well defined?

Do the specific learning objectives have a direct

and clear link to the broad goal statements?

Are the goals real.istic? Are the objectives appro-

priate for the level of instruction?.

Are the goals consistent' with the needs and interests

of the students? Of the Aaff? Of the governing
bodies of the school? Of the community or area Of

the contemporary world!.

Are the goals consistent with learning theory? Are

they organized and sequenced for efficiency?

Are the goals compatible (e.g., not emphasizing both

accuracy of pronunciation and ability.to commuhicate

from the first days of instruction)?

Seledting Instruments Collecting Data,

and Analyzing Results

In many phases of an evaluation it is necessary to collect

information from relatively large numbers of,persons

(e.g., students in the program, Other students, community

,Tumbers, faculty me4ers). It is usually most efficient,to

do this with measurement instruments (tests, questionnaires,

etc.). It follows, therefore, that the quality of these

instruments must be carefully considered. The wise selec-

tion (or crOtion) of instruments, the careful collection

of data, and correct choice of procedures for analyzing the

data are essential to a high quality evaluation. A plan

for alLdatasollection and analysis should be mdde prior

to starting an evaluation. This plan will assure that all

'information relevant to the quality of a program.will be

15
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collected. It should be reemphasized that only after
complete arid accurate descriptive information has been
collected can judgments be made about the worth of the
program.

it

Using, Existing Information

-Before selecting or constructing instruments to obtain
the desired data, the evaluator should deteimine whether
or not the information might already be available from
other sources such as instructors' records, school recSrds
and files, counselors' or advisors' files, records of
other personnel (e.g., admissions office, extra-curricular
activity advisor, coaches); or records held by parents Or
'students themselves. In many situations, the above sources
will be of limited value 4because the information may not .

ddrectly address the questions being asked in the,evalua-
tion. An evaluator may,'for example,'want to determine
what percentage of students have studied a second foreign
language, and the high school iecords may not indicat.e
languages studied in junior high school. Another concern
is the accuracy of the data. Because the evaluator has
had no control over the way in which the information was
collected, its reliability may be questionable and the
data therefore unusable.

:Selectins Instruments

Men the information needed cannot be obtained from avail-
able repor6, it is necessary to select or construct
instruments to obtain the data. The most important con-
sideration in selecting instruments is whether they
measure adequately what they areintended to measure. 'If
a test is intended to measure, proficiency in the target
language, dogs.it indeed measure the appmpriate language --

skills, does it use the important vocabulary and struc-
lures., and is it at an appropriate level of difficulty?
If the instrument is a questionnaire to determine student
backgrounds or attitudes toward ianguage study and toward
the instruction, is it written with clarity apd at an
appropriate level of sophistication? .(For instance, high
uhool students will not understand terms like "ethno-
centrism.") Other_considerations are

16
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A

1. Reliability: If the test could be rp-administered
(after all the effects of,having responded once
tibfore had been masically erased from the minds
of those responding), would it yield similar
results? Common threats to reliability from
within the instrument are ambiguous questions
and poor quality reproduction.

2. Ease of use: Is the instrument re atively easy

to administer and summarize or score?

Time and resources: Can the instrument be used
within the time blocks available (e.g., a class
period)? Does it have to be purchased?, If so,

is the cost reasonable for the benefit to be

gained?

Population: Is the instrument appropriate,for
the group with which it will be used?

Form of the resulting daia: Does the instrument
yield objective data? If not, is there provision
for maintaining the quatity of subjectively
collected data? If several persons will collect
the data, is there control for the differences?

,Tylpes of Instruments

It is Impossible in a paper such as this'to provide great

detail about types of instruments. This is one are.a

where many language teachers may wish*to consult measure-
ment experts or psychometric textbooks, if a member of

the staff'is not already familiar with use of the partic-

ular instrument type.

Once a decision is made as to what is to be assessed

(achievement, peiformance, attitudes, interaction among .

personS), the type of instrument can be determined. 'One'

useful way for categorizing instruments is in terms of

four broad types (TenBrink, 1974): observation, inquiry,

analYsis, and testing.

Observation may include such items as anecdotal records,

checklists, rating scales, and rankings. These methods

17



may or may not be very objective. The quality dependg on
how well the criteria are defined for each instrument.

The category of inquiry includes questionr:Aires, inters-
views, and--for certain types of evaluation--sociometric
instruments and projective techniques. QuestioAnaires
and interviews are particularly useful for identifying
attitudes held by language students--attitudes that are
pertinent to the quality.of the program.

Some language educators have successfully used the Foreign
Language Attitude Questionnaire (FLAQ) (Jakobovits, 1970).
It is intended hr all ages and has two forms--one designed
for students who are studying or have studied a foreign
langtlage and the other for those who have not studied a
language. The questionnaire asks about the students'
language background, their attitudes toward foreign lan-
guage study, and their reasons for study. The format is
multiple-choice with an opportunity for additional com-
ments. It may be most useful as an example or model, for
most language educators would be most satisfied with
construction of an instrument designed for their own
particular curriculum.

Analysis, as defined by TenBrink, includes the techniques
of content analysis and interaction analysis. Content
analysis is a counting procedure, whereby written or
spoken communications are analyzed for the presence or
absence of certain characteristics (1974:146). Interac-
tion analysis is useful for obtaining information on
group participation, individual student interaction with
the group, and-instructor interaction with the class.
It can'provide descriptive information about the percent-
age of time spent by the instructor and students using
the target language versus using the native language, or
teacher talk versus student talk, or any other categories
of behavior that are deemed relevant. [A more .extensive'

Aiscussion of these systemS appears in Appendix B.]

The fourth category, testing, is the one most often used
for evaluation purposes. Achievementtests and diagnosf
tic/protnostic tests are available commercially. Diag-
nostic tests include the Modern Lansuage Aptitude Test
(MLAT) (Carroll and Sapon, 19503, the Elementary MLAT
(Carroll and Sapon, 1967) and the Pimsleur Languae Apti-
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tude,Battery (LAB) (Pimsleur, 196(). The MtAT has been

widely usedjor many years. It is designed for English-
speaking persons from grade 9 through adult. It has two

forms--a long form requiring 60-75 minutes to administer,

and a'short form requiring approximately 40 minutes. The
short form simply omits parts 1 and 2 of the long form

(and has nearly as good validity). The total test has 5

parts:

1. Number learning: Students 19arn and 'nen are
-

tested on numbeis 10a new language.

Phonetic script: Students learn sound-symbol
correspondences and are then asked to select the .

correct transcription for spoken words.

Speinng aues: Students select synonyms for
coded English words.

Words in sentences: Students must manipulate
various grammatisal'concepts without the uselbf

any grammatical,terminology.

S. Paired associates: Students memorize vocabulary

in a new language.

ale Elementary.Modern Language AptitUde Test is similar

to the MLAT but has tasks that-have been simplified to

make it appropriate for younger stlidents down to grade 3.

, It requires abqut 60 minutes to administer. (There is

no short form.)
Vt.

The Pimsleur LAB takes approximately 60 minutes. ft is

intended for English-speaking students in grades 6-12.

It consists of six parts, which the test defittes as the

components of'aptitude: Grade-yoint'Average, Interest,

Vocabulary, Language Analysis, Sound Discrimination, and

.,Soupd-Symbal Association.
_)

The principal rolesor aptitude tests in a language`class-

room is as a diagnostic device. In an evaluation, an

.aptitude test can provide information about the.student

popul*tion and therefore about the 'match between student

characteristics and the type of curriculum.
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Achievement tests,include the Common Concepts Foreign ,Lan-
guage Test (California Test Bureau, 1962), the MLA Coop-
rative Fore In Lan ua e Tests (Educational Testing
ervice, 196 an .the Fimsleur Modern Foreign Language

Proficiency Tests (Pimsleur, 1967).

Appropriate for all grades, the Common Concepts Foreign
Language Test is about 40 minutes in length and tests
listening comprehension in French, GerMan, and Spanish.
Students hear sentences in the foreign language and indi-
cate their understanding of,what they have heard by
selecting from sets of four colored pictures the ones
that have been described.

The LiL1k _21221.2_12IPIE..LIITIaILLE.s.-.(Freneh Ger-
man, Italian, Russian, and Spanish) measure listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills. One form is
appropriate for levels one and twd, _the other for levels

1three and four.

The Fimsleur Mod rn Foreign Language Proficiency Tests
are available in French, German, and Spanish for levels
one and two. They also test the four skills. ,

Care must be exercised when choosing standardized tests.
Klein (1971) points out that standardized tests often
have such limitationS* as questionable validity, poor
overlap between program. and test objectives, inappropr -
ate instructions and directions, and confUsing designs
and formats. The overlap between vocabulary used on
these tests and'vocabulary taught in most U.S. language
programs, is discouragingly small. In most situations, a
language staff can create an instrument that provides
data that are more trdstworthy than the results from any
commercially available test. Test construction, however,
requires considerable time, effort, and:expertise. If a

test is to be constructed, the procedures should reflect
standard procedures used by professional tarot makers. It

should, first of all, incorporate the best judgment of
all facult,y members. This test should then be given
experimentally to a group of students and should be
revised on the basis of the way the test functions. Only
then is it ready for use in the evaluation. ,

It must be remembered that data from all instruments are
simply a desc.ription of outcomes and chal.acteristics of
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the progr6,and its participants. The choice of instru-

ments is therefore synonymous with the question, What
kinds of information will be necessary in order to make

judgments about the quality of the program?

Collecting the pata

After the appropriate instruments have been creafed or

selected for obtaining the desired information, the pro-

cedures for collecting the data must be determined.

Collecting data is an important step requiring careE.1

planning. ft can involve delicate interpersonal relations,

because its success often depends on the cooperation and
assistance of persons who are not directly connected with

the evaluation.' If a "data collector" inadvertently
makes a mistake, it could affect the Validity of the data.

Thus, -careful training and specific instructions are
essential- considerations for an evaluator. Law and Bron-

son (1977) suggest the following steps:

Make the necessary arrangements with the school(s)

and the personnel who'are tO be involved.

pecide who will collect the data.

3. Make t e arrangements for any training that is

n8eded.

4. Schedule the colle'ction within thp time allotted

for this phase of the evaluationi

S. Monitor the total data collection proc'ess.

Ai important consideration is'wheth'ir the 'data collection

is to b4 planned and carried out by someone within the

program or by so4tone from outside. If it is done by

personnel,within the program, they should be aware of two'

potential SOUTCOS of bias. FlYtt, they may have a vested

interestin the program and may focus excessive attention

on its successful aspects while de-emphasizing trouble-

some Oements. Second, they may be so conscious of and

'attentive to the program objectives that they overlook

secondary effects that are equally important.
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Analyzing tfk Data

It would be very convenient data'that have been col-

leete4 could be fed into a colputer, which would then feed
back a printout with t)oth a ftimmary and an interpretation,

of ihe-information. Unfortunately, neither the summariL.

zatiori nor the subsequent judgment is that simple.

Sufay of data requires many decisions. Counting fre-
Auencies,and percentages is me.cha.nical; however, catego-
ries may be modified (especially by being combined or
eliminated). One may, for example, elect to combine
Pagree? ana "strongly agree" categories in a scale be6ause
few respondents have chosen the strongly agree or strongly
disagree categories. It-may also be important to empha-
size or highlight certain asActs of the data. When this

is done for a yalid purpose; i is of course justified.
One must,recognize, however, that there is a vpry fine
line between empliasis and distortion.

It may be useful with some types of data to'ask whether at
pattern or difference,is due to particular characteristics
or features of a program or due to chance variation.

Tests of statistical significance (chosen by someone.with
relevant competence) will provide that answer.

A distinction must be ma4 between statistical signifi-

cance and practica4 significance. To determine statisti-
cal significance, one calculates the probabilitythat a
given eventcould have occurred bY.chance,alone. If the,

probability of occurrence by charde is small, the
resehreher concludes that the re'sults arc due to non-chance
factors or ,to the cond4ion or program under investigation.

Statistical significance is unsitive to the number of
people, items, or events involved. The larger the sample
size, the more likely one wil.1 be able to rule,out chance4r

- as accounting for a particular'differenee or pattern.
Statistical significance ig only part-of the total pic-

ture. Beeause'important decisions must be made on the
basis of an evaluation, it is often, necessary to show
practical significance as wejl. Program evaluators might
have determined, for example, that a group of students

who used the language laboratory were superior in listen-

ing skill'to other students who experienced the same
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instruction but who did not use the laboratory. Let us

assume that with the help of a statistician it has been

determined that the few points of advantage for the lab-

oratory students ate statistically significant. It is

entirely possible, however, that the staff (or adminis-

trators) might judge that the slightly better listening

ability is not worth the high cost in dollars of main-.

taining the lab.

Thus, value judgments must be made "on the bottom line"

regardless of the sophistication of the data. The numbers

.function to show variation, but they cannot tell whether

or not the variation is desirable. The evaluators must

kook at the numbers and then judge whether they are "good"-

or "bad." Such value judgments can never be made in the

abstract.

Evaluating Classroom Behavior

The mass of classroom behavior by instructors and s:tudents

is extremely large, diverse, and complex. There is

extensive evidence that we do not understand well the

phenomena involved. Research on how people learn in gen-

eral and how they-learn foreign languages in particular

is in its infancy. Teaching effectivenes5 is the most

researched area in all of education, and'yet there are

pitifully f..tw generalizations one can make about factors

that contribute universally to success. In order to

evaluate, one must either resort to a-single global

impression of the quality of the instiuction or break the ,

many dimensions of the behaviqr into manageable units.

ret, at the same time, each small unit or segment of

actiyity must not be separated from the context ii which

.it OCCUTS. OUt of context it becomes uninterpretablé.

.TO ask, for example, Whether or ndt a particular homework

assignment was.appropriate requires consideration of many

factors or variables. What is the overall objective?

What is the specific purpose of the activity? What pre-

ceded it? What will follow it? Wbct is the'level of

instruction? What are the characterlstics of the learn-

er(s)? What is the instructor's teaching style? Suc31 a

list of questions could go on for.pages, but neverthe/..;

must'be asked intui,tively whenever one is judging any.

segment of classroom behavior or materials.

23
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As demanding and difficult as the evaluation of instruc-
tion is, it must be judged. It is in the classroom that
the impact of all variables becomes real. As with other

phases of evaluation, the first stage requires an accurate
perception and description of the pertinent phenomena.
Only then can the second stage--judgment of worth-,-take
place. As discussed elsewhere in this paper, behavioral
observation sySt.ems (and other instruments) ale one means
of increasing the objectivity of the description.' (There
remains, of course, subjectivity in the'choice of catego-
ries of behavior that arc to be observed.) It is not
possible, however, to observe systematically all dimen-
sions of instruction. Frequently, the most defensible
evaluation is a rating of a dimension of the instructional
activity and materials. On the basis of many criteria
which fall under the rubric of "experience and knowledge,"
the evaluator observes carefully and dispaSsionatery and
then,makes a judgment.

Listed below is a series of,questions designed to guide
observation and judgment of inStructional behavior and
materials. Tbere,are no single "right" or "best" answers
to them, and the list is not all-inclusive.. For some of
the questions there.would be widespread agreement on a
most.desirable responSe; for others, there would be little
agreement;,for still others, the most tleSirable response
depends-on the particular teaching/learning sL tion.

Each draws attention to a particular aspect of instruc-
tion so that.the evaluator,,can make a judgment about 4.
Each is also conducive to a "why" or "why not" follow-up
question.

,A. flhe,Student Population

1. Is the pr6gram open to all students, or is it

. restricted to certain types or categories? Are

the restrictions vali

2. Does the program attract a sufficient proportion N,

of those students who,are eligible to enroll?

3. Are students well informed about the nature of
the program, its goals, and the benefits of lan-
guage study?
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Program Scope

1. Is the scheduling of language classes consistent

with Xhe program goals and the interests of the

faculty?

2. Can students move comfortably from one course or
one level to the next?

3. Is the length (number.of courses or years) of

the program appropriate? Is the breqdth of offer-

ings adequate?

4. Is the overall sequence of content logical? Is

it consistent with the program objectiver, and

today's knowledge?

Administrative Considerations

1. Is 'there good communication ,with the rest of the

school or universityt With those responsible for

the advising and counseling of stUdents? With

the administration? With other faculty members?

2. Is the ratio of students to faculty acceptable?

3. Is there an adequate amount of extracurricular

activity'relating to language study?

4. Are community resources utilized in the program

(e.g., native speakers, companies with interna-

tional contacts, museums, etc.)?

Methodology/Classroom Activities

. 1 Is the methodology consistsent with the goals of

the program? With the'specific objectives of any

particular momentf

Is the methodology logically consistent?

Is the moment-to-moment sequence of activities

gical (e.g., simple to complex, beginning with-

the knoWn, leading to genuine comMunicative

ability)?

*
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4. Are the steps from one activity or segment to the
next of the right size (i.e., do they challenge
the students while not being too difficult)?

S. Are sufficien't examples and models given?

Are presentations clear and interesting?

7. Is the classroom pace appropriate?

8. Are correction strategieS and behavior wisely
used?

Is there adequate opportynity for practice of the
language?

10. Do sradents work individually, in small groups,
or in large groups according to the nature of the
task and its purpose?

E. Teacher/Student Behavior

1. Are the instructors fully aware of the goals?

,2. Is the teacher role consistent with the philosophy
of the school or department? Are instructors

.comfortable in their'role? e

Do instructors have an opportunity to interact
with colleagues? TO visit the classes of other
instructors?

4. Is the moment-to-moment teaching behavior valid?

Do the instructors consider student characteris-
tics such as age; aptitude, motivation, and'
interests in all their interaction with them?

6. Ifistudent attitudes have not been surveyed by
formal instruments, does their behavior reveal
their overall ittitudes toward the program?
Towird specific components of the program? Have

theSetattitudes been taken into account in improv-
ing the, program?
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7. Ti feedbaa given to students about their per- .

formance? Does it take into account individual

differences?

F. Testing

1. Is testing valid in terms of.program goals? Does

it me.asure genuine communicative or meaningful

use of the language?

2. Does testing use efficient estabIished.procedures

and it,em types?

3. Does the testing have face validity e.g.

students perceive it as fair)?

Materials

1. Are the instructional materials consistent with

the goals? Is the basic text supplemented by

readers, workbookS, or other materials?

2. Are audiovisual aids available and used effec-

tively?

Are the materiI61s authentic? Do they, create

intercultural awareness witnoUt reinforcing

stereotypes? Do they represent all segments of

society and all cultures where tht target language

is spokeil?

4. Are teacher-made materials of good qua ty?

H. Facilities

1. Are the facilities adequate? Do they meet basic

needs (e.g., space, light, ventilatioo, étc.)?

Are they condUcive to teaching and learning?

Is the library adequate? Does the staff have a

piofessional library?

3. Are there adequate support services (e.g. , cler-

ical, aides, etc.)?
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Honest and' accurate answers-to suchluestions form the
basis for judgments about the value or worth of instruc-
tional components. They are probably the mosx important
evaluative activity in judging,the process (as opposed to
the products) of educatibn.

Writing the Evaluation Report

The preparation of a final document that communicates'to
all conperned the findings of the evaluation is an impor-
tant last step in the evaluation process. Perceptions
presented orally are very susceptible to varied interpre-
tation. Furthermore, considerable clarification of the
Aeas occurs-during the preparation'of the document.

The format is a matter of preference and style. The
.content,iall varY depending upon the local conditions.
In one way or another, it will include what was observed
and any recommendations.that may be made. In its simplest =

form, where there has been a self-study, it will merely
endorse-the-self-study.

The following outline reflects one possible "table of
contents" for an evaluation report.

I. Objectives of the Evaluation'

A. Rationale for evaluating
B. Audience
C. DeOsions that may be anticipated

II. Description of the Program

A. Educatidnal philosophy
B. Goals and objectives
C. Staff
D. Instructional procedures/methodology
E. Content
F. Student population
G. Community. setting,

H. Facilities

III. Program Outcomes

A. Student achievement
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B. Attitudes
C. Side effects
D. Costs

IV. Judgments about Program

A. Value of oatcomes
B. Strengths
C. Weaknesses
D. Recommendations

Conclusion

Obviously, any evaluation repOrt that is simply filed
after being completed has demanded far' more effort and

time than can be justifi.ed. An evaluation that is util-
ized to improve instruction is not only beneficial to-

everyone associated with a piogram but is also very satis-

fying to those who participated.

There is a critical need to do more evaluation of our

language programs. It is espcially important that we
conduct evaluations at "non-crisis" times--times when our

programs are not under,directattack. Such evaluations

. should be solely for the purpose of improving the programs.

The most useful evaluations, moreover, are those that are

designed and planned at the local level. Such evaluations

benefit from general guidance, but b;cause each situation

is unique,, precise specifications cannot be made. It has

been the intent of this paper to provide the guidance

needed for successful evaluations. One source of consola-

tion for anyone facing the,many decisions that have to be

made in doing an evaluation is the fact that there are -

always multiple ,"good" dbcislons. Evaluation is not an

activity in .which one must follow a prescribid set of

procedures. It.comprises, in the final analysis, all

activities in which one carefully gathers information and

then makes judgments of worth or quality. This model.is

well suited to all professional activity.
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Appendix A

Principal Evaluation Models

Becauseof the complexity of educational evaluat on, it
is.not surprising that many evaluation experts have
turned to the use of symbolic_models to clarify evaluation.
Like all symbolic models, they achieve manageability by
reducing the mass of behavior involved in evaluating to a
series pf abstractions. The most frequently discussed
(and presumably utilized) models, as identified by House
(1978) and as described throughout the professional lit-
erature, are

1. Systems Analysis
One begins with measures of results of the program
(output measures) and attempts to relate them to char-
acteristics of the program. One asks whether or not
ill dimensions and components of the system are func-
tioning effectively. Variations in the'results of the
program (e.g., student learaing or enrollments) are
traced to-changes in the program characteristics (e.g.,
materials used, methodology, class time).

2. Behavioral Objective Attainment
The objectives of a program are delineated in very
specific terms of student performance. To determine
the extent to which these objectives are being attained,
students are tested, and the results are compared with
the objectives. The extent to %Mich student perfor-
mance matches that specified in the objectives is an

index of the program quality.

DecLi6n-Making Model
One begins with the decisions that are to be made on .

the basis of the evaluation. These decisions guide the
nature of thev,evaluation. The evaluation supplies
information that is relevant to the decision. .Thus,,if
oneyere.to make dedisions about the student population
that was to study a language, variables such as age,'
grade or year, language aptitude, college-bound or not,
major, and other grades might receive special attention.

4.' Goal-Free Evaluation
In an effort to reduce the effectsof bias in evalua-
tion, 'the intents of.the program developers or decision
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makers are not revealed to the evaluator. The evalu-

ator must therefore search for Al outcomes of fhe

program. The results of such evaluation can be used by

the developers to improve the program and by consumers

(students) to accept or reject it. In some ways this

model is similar to the Consumer Reports approach to

evaluation.

S. Art Criticism.41odel
The educational critic operates in the same manner and

tradition as the art or literary critic. A mijor,

assumption is that the evaluator has become skilled by

Alis or her training and experience to judge the impor-

tant aspects of a program. This model is frequently

used in second langune programs. Usually, an expert

such as a foreign language education professor is

brought in from the outside to spend several days on

campus or at the school to make judgments about the

program. Much of this person's expertise lies in how

well he or she can intuitively implement principles of

judgment.

6. Accreditation
This frequently used form of evaluation usually involves

visits by teams of colleagues from other schools.

Principles of judgment are Usually spelled out in

checklists of evaluative criteria. The local statf

have previously collected and analyzed information in

an extensive self-study. In many ways, the visites

function as a conscience for the self-study.

HouSe also identifies 'as other major models the Adversary

Model, in which the pros and cons of a.program are argued

in a manner not unlike a trial by jury, and the Transac-

tion Mbdel, in which the educational processes themselves

are studied. Neither of these models seems to be in

widespread use in foreign language education.
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Appendix 13

Observation Instruments

Observation instruments can be veri useful in describing

crassroom behavior. Essentially, they consist of a system
of categories of behavior into which.instances of the par-
ticular behaviors are classified as they take place. The

instrument may be'used to record all instances of the cate-
gories or a sample of them. Sampling is usually done via a

time sample in which occurrences of behaviors are recorded
at a regular interval (e.g., every 10 seconds or every 15
seconds). The behaviors are then summarized in such forms
as matrices, percentages, or simple frequency counts.

ObserVation instruments can be very useful in gathering
accurate information about what occurs in classrooms. The
technique probably, however, holds more potential than has
been realized so far. Instructors should therefore feel
free to modify existing system or to create their own to
meet their own needs.

There are several instruments available for coding class-

room behavior. Flanders (1960) developed one of the first

and most popular instruments. The Flanders Interaction
Analysis Categories (FIAC) 'contain seven categories for
coding teacher verbal behavior and three categories for
judging pupil verbal behavior:

TEACHER TA4K

. 1. Accepts feeling: accepts and clarifies the feeling
tone of the students in a non-threatening manner.

Feelings may be positive or negative. Predicting

and recalling feelings are included.

2. Prai(Jes or encourages: praises or encourages stu-
o) dent action or behavior. Jokes that release ten-

sion, not at the expense of another individual,
nodding head or saying "uh huh?" or "go on" are
included.

?.! 3. Accepts or uses ideas of student: clarifying,
building, or developing ideas or suggestions by a

student. As teacher brings more of his own ideas
into play, shift to category five.

4. Asks questions: asking a question about content or
procedure with the intent that a student answers.
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5. Lectu.ces: giving facts or opinions about content I'

or procedure; expressing his own ideas; asking
rhetorical questions.

6. Gtoes dtrecttons: directions, commands, or &Hers
with which a student is xpected to comply.

szy .

7. Criticizes or juotiftes authority: statements
4.1

t) intended to change suldent behaviorsfrqm nonaccep-
q) ,

2., table to acceptable pattern; bawling someone out;
'4 stating why the teacher is-doing what he is doing,

extteme self-reference. 1

STUDENT TALK

8. Student talk-response: talk by students, in response
to teacher. Teacher initiates the contact or soli-
cits student statement%

,

9. Student talk-initiation: talk by students, which
they initiate. If "calling on" student is only
to indicate who may talk next, observer must decide
whether student wanted to talk. If he did, use this

category.

10. Silence or confilsion: pauses, short periods- of
silence, and periods of confusion in which communi-
cation cannot be understood by the observer.

The FIAC has been modified and extended by various
researchers in an attempt to adapt the instrument to
varying philosophies and subject matter areas. Moskowitz
(1968) created an adaptation of the FIAC for the foreign

language classroom. Her Foreign Language interaction
system ninWincludes, in addition to Flanders'. catego-

ries, the following items:

1. the teaCher
-jokes
-repeats student ideas verbatim
-corrvts without criticism
-directs a.pattern drill
-criticizes student behavior
-criticizes student respooses

. silence



1. confusion
4. laughter
S. English

Moskowitz also added a foreign language I/D ratio
(indirect/direct), an English I/D ratio, and the F/E ratio
(ratio of foreign language to English) for the total
lesson.

,Jaryis (l9ei) also developed a system for observing
foreign language classroom behavior, his instrument
classifies behaviors in, terms of language skill acquisi-

tion consequences of the behaviors. The instrument dis-
tinguishes between "real," meaningful Language use and
drill activity.

TEACHER STUDENi-

TARGET LAN,GUAGE
A Evoking student response 1 Evoking response
8 Evoked by,student 2 Reeponding

REAL C Classroom management
D Facilitating performance

or reinforcing behavior
E Information explanation

G Evoking stimulus 3 Individual response

'DRILL II Repetition reinforcement 4 Choral response
ti Prompting
P Modeling or 'correcting

READING W Presenting written 5 Writing
AND language 6 Reading silently

WRITING 7 Reading aloud

ENGLISH
IC About target structure 8 Question about target

or sound system 9 Answer about target
A' About meaning
N Management

Silence or English not in th*e above categories but
which seems to facilitate learning

- Silence or English not in the above categories but
which seems to impede learning
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At regular intervals of a predetermined number of seconds

the observer records%a letter or a number, depending on

the behavior occurring at that particular instant.

:Many types of observational instruments have been devel-

oped since Flanders. (See for example Grittner, 1969

and Wragg, 1970). The two described here are mentioned

because they have been developed specifically for the

foreign language classroom.

'Observation instruments have several advantages:
0,

1. They can provide valid and reliable information on

certain classroom behaviors when the classroom is

observed several times.

2. They are adapted to a variety of tasks, settings, and

individuals at all educational levels.

They can provide a valuable supplement to achievement

data.

4. They can provide both qualitative and quantitative

data.

Catition must be exercised, however, whenever one plans

on using an observational technique. A long period of

training and experien6e may be required for the observer.

'In addition, many activities take place simultaneously

in a classroom, and it is often difficult to record

behaviors thai are significant. Interpretation of obser-

vational findings must take into account the context and

must not generalize from a very'restricted sampling of

behavior.
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